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The main thrust of this study is to examine and ana¬ 
lyse the problems associated with the establishment of the 
flexitime program within the Georgia Department of Human Re¬ 
sources. In addition, the study analyzed the employees per¬ 
ceptions of the flexitime program in the DHR. 
This study is significant due to the fact that today ' s 
workers are demanding more leisure time, as well as more per¬ 
sonal time, to meet family obligations. Flexitime is credited 
with infusing within the organization the concepts of human¬ 
istic values that enhance employee choice, development, and 
growth. When properly implemented, it can produce excellent 
benefits to both the employer and the employee. 
The main sources of information for this study were 
from case studies, books, periodicals, newspapers and inter¬ 
views . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Alternative work schedules that break away from the 
traditional five-day, forty-hour workweek are currently a 
popular topic - one with major implications for management. 
While innumerable work schedule variations are possible, much 
attention has been given to two types. One, the ten-hour day, 
forty-hour week, reduces days worked per week at the expense 
of more hours per day. The other, flexitime, introduces daily 
flexibility in working hours without change in the weekly 
total of hours or days worked. Typically, it allows the em¬ 
ployee, in consultation with a supervisor, to select his or 
her starting or quitting times around a common, for example, 
10:00 to 3:00, when everyone works (see Appendix A). Flexitime 
is unique in that it transfers some control over the timing of 
work from supervisors to individual workers, based on the 
philosophy that workers should have the right, insofar as their 
work permits, to adjust their beginning and ending hours to 
meet their personal needs and preferences. 
Major characteristics of flexitime are bandwidth, core 
hours, flexible hours, workers variability and the role of the 
supervisor. Bandwidth is the number of hours from the begin¬ 
ning to the end of the workday. The longer the possible time 
to work, the greater the flexibility for employees. Core time 
1 
2 
is the mandatory time in which all employees must be present 
at the job. The length of core time is a management preroga¬ 
tive, therefore, the greater the core time, the less employee 
flexibility. Flexible hours refer to the number of hours 
employees can choose their own beginning and ending work 
schedules outside the core time. Workers variability relates 
to the degree of discretion an employee has in terms of vary¬ 
ing his work schedule from day to day without prior approval 
from supervisors. Lastly, in terms of the supervisor, the 
greater their role in determining the aspects of rigidness of 
these flexitime characteristics, the less flexibility there 
exists for employees of such a program. 
According to Marjorie Young, Georgia DHR Director of 
Youth Services, flexitime was introduced in April 1979 when the 
Department was then known as the Division of Human Development 
The new program was established as an alternative to the tradi 
tional 8 to 5, forty-hour workweek. The Division proposed 
offering flexitime to its staff members on a one-month experi¬ 
mental basis. Those sections that chose to implement the pro¬ 
gram never went off it.'*' Full-time employees were allowed to 
request an alternate work schedule to meet the individual 
needs of the employee, subject to meeting the needs and the 
requirements of the agency and his/her supervisor. 
The reasons for the introduction of flexitime in the 
"''Marjorie Young, Director, Georgia DHR Youth Services 
Division, Atlanta, Georgia. Personal interview conducted 
October 4, 1983. 
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Georgia Department of Human Resources are as follows: (a) 
to give employees more time for personal and family respon¬ 
sibilities, (b) to reduce employee commuting time to and from 
work by avoiding "rush hour" traffic, and (c) to expand of¬ 
fice hours of the service agencies to the public. From a 
departmental standpoint, it was felt that flexitime would re¬ 
duce tardiness and absenteeism, increase job satisfaction, 
2 
and improve productivity. 
Under the DHR F-T program, employees could start 
between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m. and work until 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. 
as long as they worked eight hours during the day. The core 
of hours in which all employees must be present are between 
9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., with a lunch period from the range 
of 12:00 to 2:00 p.m. 
Since the introduction of flexitime in the DHR, sev¬ 
eral problems have been prevalent in the system, including 
inadequate research and application of flexitime program con¬ 
cepts, poor phone coverage during some hours of the workday, 
scheduling dysfunctions, organization miscommunication, and 
lastly, poor program management. The purpose of this study 
therefore, is to examine these problems and offer some recom¬ 
mendations for their possible resolution. In addition, the 
study will also attempt to analyze the workers' perceptions 
of the flexitime program in the DHR. 
^W. Scott Sprinkle, Director, Georgia DHR Office of 
Regulatory Services, Atlanta, Georgia. Personal interview 
conducted October 5, 1983. 
II. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING 
The Georgia Department of Human Resources is a typical, 
large, diverse, and complex, bureaucratic organization. Pre¬ 
sently there are approximately 28,000 employees in five DHR 
divisions. Worksites total in excess of 2,000 throughout the 
state. 
In FY '81, the Department of Human Resources provided 
more than eleven (11) million dollars for client transporta¬ 
tion services. Over 21,900 unduplicated (first count of those 
headed to one location) clients were transported daily and 
31,060 clients served yearly. Of the 311,060 served, over 
30,000 (10 percent) were mobility impaired individuals. During 
FY '81, it was necessary to maintain 1,748 vehicles to accom¬ 
plish this task. Similarly, in FY '82, over twelve (12) million 
dollars were spent to transport 24,336 unduplicated clients on 
a daily basis. It was necessary for 2,022 vehicles to travel 
a yearly average of almost 17,000 miles each to provide this 
service. Of these 2,022 vehicles, 1,396 vehicles were spe- 
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daily equipped to serve mobility impaired individuals. The 
Transportation Unit coordinates the activities of these 
vehicles for the Department in order to assist in the provision 
3Tim Bates,- Jacki Jackson; and Donna Martin, "Trans¬ 
portation Fact Sheet", Transportation Unit, Georgia Department 
of Human Resources, September 1983. 
4 
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of the most effective and cost-efficient delivery of trans¬ 
portation to clients. 
The writer served as a technical resource intern in 
the DHR Office of Aging - Transportation Unit. The Transpor¬ 
tation Unit (TU) has responsibility for coordinating client 
transportation activity for the Aging Section, Child Develop¬ 
ment Section, and the State Economic Opportunity Unit in the 
Department of Human Resources. Persons throughout the state 
who are provided transportation services include specifically 
the elderly, children in public and private child care centers, 
and other transportation disadvantaged persons served by the 
DHR. These persons include the poor, handicapped, and resi¬ 
dents of outlying, remote, rural communities. 
Specifically, some major areas in which the TU is in¬ 
volved include: preparing and updating the departmental 
transportation plan; negotiating and implementing ongoing 
agreements with other state departments; interfacing with fed¬ 
eral agencies concerning transportation delivery; assisting 
local agencies in coordination efforts; consulting and coordi¬ 
nating with other units and sections concerning regulations 
and resources; monitoring and fiscally evaluating specialized 
contracts and demonstrations including review of proposals/ 
budgets and processing payments; providing ongoing specialized 
technical assistance and training to local agencies on a state¬ 
wide basis; researching and clarifying state level issues re¬ 
lating to transportation; identifying new fund sources; 
6 
maintaining and compiling departmental transportation inven¬ 
tory, and coordinating the transfer of surplus equipment. In 
addition, the TU interfaces with other divisions and state 
4 
departments concerning statewide transportation efforts. 
Coordination of transportation activities within the 
Department had been at minimal level until the inception of 
the Transportation Unit. Under the leadership of the Division 
of Human Development, the Transportation Unit has established 
a DHR Transportation Committee which includes representation 
of all appropriate divisions/offices/sections/units and other 
state agencies. The FY '82 Committee developed a DHR Plan for 
Transportation which outlines specific coordination, policy and 
cost recommendations. During FY '83, upon departmental ap¬ 
proval, the committee implemented and evaluated demonstrations 
» 
such as uniform cost models maintenance agreements and coordi¬ 
nation systems. In FY '84, the efforts which have been suc¬ 
cessful will be made available for statewide implementation. 
A revised Plan for Transportation will be prepared and sub¬ 
mitted to the legislature as required. This effort will focus 
on statewide coordination involving DHR funded agencies. 
Internship Experience 
The writer served in the Transportation Unit under the 
guidance of its Director, Ms. Donna Martin from June-December 
1983. Duties of the writer included provision of technical 
^Ibid., p. 2. 
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resource assistance to the twenty-seven (27) member Trans¬ 
portation Committee consisting of local, state and federal 
officials. The writer assumed the position of Technical 
Resource to the Cost Analysis Subcommittee of this group. 
This involved assistance with developing uniform departmental/ 
inter-departmental transportation budgets, expenditures and 
accounting procedures. A major portion of the internship in¬ 
volved independent work on specialized projects and draft 
proposal analyzation. In addition, other project responsibi¬ 
lities included: providing on-site technical assistance to 
local agencies for the development of coordinated transporta¬ 
tion demonstration programs; assisting in the initial develop¬ 
ment of an Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) Pro¬ 
posal to request funding; researching federal/state regula¬ 
tions, and preparing for statewide driver training for over 
1800 persons involving 434 agencies. 
III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The lack of formal, outlined, descriptive organiza¬ 
tional policies and procedures relative to flexitime within 
the Georgia DHR has led to a fragmented and lackluster adap¬ 
tation of this concept in several of the many DHR agencies. 
Presently, flexitime is a concept which DHR agency supervisors 
have the option of implementing. Options in implementing new 
programs sometimes create problems in themselves. Were the 
study of flexitime concepts mandatory, rather than optional, 
managers or supervisors would be required to critically ex¬ 
amine and evaluate this concept before its introduction. 
Options do not create the proper atmosphere for study and many 
DHR supervisors are ignorant of the total flexitime program 
content. This is the root cause of the first problem faced in 
instituting flexitime (hereafter referred to as F-T) in the 
Georgia DHR. 
A second problem, albeit one of equal, if not greater 
importance than the one mentioned above, is that of inadequate 
phone coverage during various hours of the work day. Depart¬ 
ment heads have been frequently concerned about the telephones 
not being adequately covered due to employee's erratic working 
hours. The writer's unit (during internship) often had a two- 
hour lapse in phone coverage on Friday mornings. 
8 
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A third, and related drawback of the Georgia DHR F-T 
system is that of scheduling. Indeed, critics of F-T charge 
that scheduling is an inherent weakness of this alternate 
work hours program. 
Poor scheduling leads to yet a fourth inadequacy - that 
of difficulty in communication. Staggered work hours often may 
distort communication. Because communication may not be clear, 
workers are at times not in concert with overall organizational 
goals, and conflicting communications may result in work being 
inefficiently performed. 
Inadequate research, insufficient phone coverage, 
scheduling inefficiency and difficulities in communication and 
coordination are all aspects of yet a fifth concern of the 
Georgia DHR's F-T system - poor program management. Even 
though F-T is a system that must be administered in concert 
with the specific organizational situation, there are basic 
formats or guidelines that should be present from unit to unit. 
IV. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Conceived in 1965 by German economist Christel Kam- 
merer, and originally introudced as "Gleitzeit" or gliding 
hours, flexitime was first used by the German firm of 
Messerschmidt-Boelkow-Blohm.^ The concept of flexible work¬ 
ing hours describes a system whereby individual workers can 
come and go at their pleasure, within certain limits, so long 
as they work a prescribed number of hours each week. By 1977, 
more than 22,000 European companies were using some alternative 
work pattern, affecting the lives of four million workers in 
France, Denmark, Italy, Sweden and England.^ The United States 
has been slower in adopting the new time scheduling, a fact 
which Europeans acknowledge as a condemnation of American 
executives. According to the progressive European managers, 
American executives see their employees only as a means to an 
7 
end, and refuse to acknowledge their needs as people. 
F-T scheduling divides the workday into a core period 
during which all employees must be at work (this distinguishes 
F-T from plans like 4-10-40 or a four-day week), plus bands of 
^Barbara L. Fiss, "Government Tests Flexitime", Civil 
Service Journal 17 (January/March 1977), p. 1. 
^Gita Maritzer Smith, "Time is Running Out for 9-to-5 
Life", Atlanta Journal-Constitution, June 8, 1980, p. 1-F. 
7 
Diane McGrath, "Flexitime Scheduling: A Survey", 
Industrial Management (November/December 1980), p. 1. 
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flexible working hours on either side of this core period dur¬ 
ing which the employee may schedule his time according to his 
own needs. The core period commonly is four to six hours in 
length and spans the middle of the former schedule. A flexible 
band of up to several hours during which a worker can elect to 
begin work at any time replaces a specific starting time. 
Similarly, a specific quitting time is replaced by a band of 
g 
several hours following core time, A company may regulate 
the degree of flexibility by varying the length of the core 
period and the flexible bands; wider bands create more options 
for the employee. In addition, flexibility may be increased 
or decreased by permitting or denying workers the benefit of 
carrying over their working time from day-to-day, week-to-week, 
9 
or month-to-month. An Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) conference report in 1972 suggested that 
there were over one hundred variations and refinements of flexi- 
, . 10 time. 
These new work schedules are in response to demographic, 
social and business changes that have occurred since the forty- 
hour workweek became standard. There have also been changes 
in the personal preferences of employees. Many people desire 
an exchange of some work time for more personal time, and do 
g 
Janice N. Hedges, "Flexible Schedules: Problems and 
Issues", Monthly Labor Review 100 (February 1977), p. 62. 
9 
McGrath, "Flexitime Scheduling: A Survey", p. 1. 
10Robert J. Kuhne and Courtney O. Blair, "Changing the 
Workweek", Business Horizons 21 (April 1978), p. 40. 
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so when given the opportunity. They also want their leisure 
time in larger blocks of three-day weekends, more personal 
holidays, and longer vacations. Personal time can be more 
valuable than pay they believe.^ This research effort pri¬ 
marily relates to the desire for more personal time employees 
need, or want, in times when personal or family needs conflict 
with job requirements. Generally, F-T may be considered a 
part of a trend throughout the United States economy as com¬ 
panies seek to accommodate shifting needs of workers and chang¬ 
ing attitudes toward work. Not everyone any longer wants to 
work a standard eight-hour day of five-day week. This and 
similar trends add up to a friction between work life and home 
life. 
It is known that the "traditional family" (consisting 
of a breadwinning father, housewife mother, and two children) 
comprise only a small percent of American families today. This 
traditional family is, or has, been replaced by families, with 
or without children, in which husband and wife both work out¬ 
side of the home. Moreover, a growing number of families have 
only one parent, who carries the double load of child care and 
a job singlehandedly. 
Some 40 percent of the workers interviewed in a Univer¬ 
sity of Michigan quality of employment survey conducted in 1977 
reported a conflict between home life and work life—usually 
^Jerome M. Rosow, "New Work Schedules for a Changing 
Office", Administrative Management (February 1983), p. 49. 
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because of inconvenient or excessive work hours. For these 
families, an F-T schedule can mean increased personal time for 
family, doctors, dentists, etc., without the need to take 
special leave from work through excuses—factual or not. This 
can be important for employees when personal business commit¬ 
ments prevent them from being on the job. Flexitime workers 
find they can balance their work time and personal life more 
efficiently and increase their sense of personal responsibi¬ 
lity.1^ Women (or men) with children, find F-T advantageous 
when they can arrange their work schedule hours to coincide with 
arriving home before their children return from school. Of 
course, differences among workers in their use of F-T is deter¬ 
mined by factors such as responsibilities and interests outside 
of work, place of residence, and method of commuting. Deci¬ 
sions are also affected by schedules of schools, churches, 
government agencies, and those of merchants from whom they pur¬ 
chase goods and services. 
Public Law 95-930 authorized the old Civil Service Com¬ 
mission (now the Office of Personnel Management) to establish 
a three-year program to test a wide range of alternative methods 
of dealing with the time frame within which employees perform 
their work. The experimental period went into effect March 1979 
and involved two basic kinds of arrangements: Flexible Hours 
12 
Ibid., p. 49. 
13 
McGrath, "Flexitime Scheduling: A Survey", p. 1. 
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(Title I) and Compressed Hours (Title II) Work Schedules.^ 
By 1977, indicates an American Management Association (AMA) 
report on "Alternative Work Schedules" completed in 1978, 
12.8 percent of all nongovernment organizations with fifty 
or more employees were using F-T. That translates into between 
2.5 million and 3.5 million employees, excluding professionals, 
executives, and the self-employed who have long been able to 
set their own schedules.The movement to alternative work 
schedules has been slow to spread in the federal sector, yet 
an estimated 325,000 federal workers, in about 1,500 organiza¬ 
tions, have taken part in the popular experimental programs of 
flexitime that were approved in 1978 by Congress.^ 
Flexitime is no different from many experimental pro¬ 
grams in that there are frequent debates over its usefulness 
and implementation. F-T has inherent weaknesses and some 
solid strengths; there are debatable pros and cons, good and 
bad—in short, advantages and disadvantages. 
While there are certainly legitimate concerns that 
must be addressed, this program is not without advantages to 
the organization and management. Because the total working 
day is stretched from eight hours to possibly eleven hours, 
workers frequently operate without immediate supervision, 
^Richard A. Wheat, "The Federal Flexitime System: 
Comparison and Implementation", Public Personnel Management 
Journal (September 1982), p. 24. 
^-“’Brian S. Moskal, : Flexitime Marks Time", Industry 
Week (September 1979), p. 60. 
-^Federal Beat, "Uncle Sam’s Experiment with Alterna¬ 
tive Work Schedules", International Enterprise (September 
1982), p. 9. 
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thereby increasing their control over their work; delegation 
of authority may be inevitable under such plans. This in¬ 
creased independence is said to improve morale and job satis- 
17 
faction. F-T should help to raise employee morale because 
it allows employees greater freedom and more opportunity to 
participate in decision making. F-T naturally places on em¬ 
ployees a greater sense of responsibility which, when trans¬ 
ferred to the job itself, can induce better overall perfor¬ 
mance and closer identification with company objectices on 
18 
the part of the employees. These claimed benefits of F-T, 
increased employee morale and job satisfaction, may reduce 
turnover, absenteeism, and tardiness, and may make employee 
recruiting easier. Concurrently, production and productivity 
are likely to increase since little or no time is lost through 
tardiness or instances of unofficial leave by workers. Gone 
too is the time spent on counseling employees on tardiness. 
Tardiness and absenteeism respond well to flexitime since 
people can choose a starting time more in tune with their 
19 
sleep cycles, commuting times or family schedules. Reduc¬ 
tions in tardiness and absences are seen as a boost to produc¬ 
tivity in that these reasons of lost work time can be recap¬ 
tured and put back to productive use, an oft-cited advantage 
of a flexitime system. Less employee start-up and shut-down 
17R0bert D. Lee, Jr., "Flexitime", Public Personnel 
System (Baltimore, MD: University Park Press, 1979), p. 328. 
1 8 
Kuhne and Blair, "Changing the Workweek", p. 42. 
1 9 
Smith, "Time is Running Out for 9-to-5 Life", p. 
14-F. 
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time can cause a more effective utilization of work time. 
Employers with F-T systems may note the advantage of 
lower turnover among employees and also easier recruitment of 
employees. Lower turnover is attributed to increased job sat¬ 
isfaction by employees—and a satisfied worker is less likely 
to seek other employment than a dissatisfied worker. Also, 
for the employer, savings are incurred when there is less turn¬ 
over— savings in the costs of training new employees. An 
aspect of F-T and recruitment that is seldom, if ever, men¬ 
tioned is that for the prospective employees, the visualization 
of a three-day weekend is an attractive job benefit. Flexible 
working hours is a large gem to offer prospective employees 
where recruiting is extremely competitive in career fields 
20 
that are short in supply of personnel and greatly in demand. 
Among other cited advantages of an F-T system are those 
of increased availability of working hours of service-oriented 
businesses, the issue of lower costs in utilities and the con¬ 
cept of rush-hour avoidance by commuters. Firms have been 
quick to discover that an F-T program would enable them to 
expend their business hours without incurring traditional per¬ 
sonnel costs. A flex time system may permit facilities that 
serve the public to operate for more hours each day as a conse¬ 
quence of the fact that some employees are almost always will- 
21 
ing to work either earlier or later than normal. Some 
? 0 
Wheat, "The Federal Felxitime System: Comparison 
and Implementation", p. 24. 
9 1 Robert J. Donahue, "Felxitime Systems in New York", 
Public Personnel Management 4 (1975), p. 213. 
17 
proponents of the new work schedule contend that F-T offers 
employers opportunities to reduce their overhead expenses 
of heating, cooling, lighting and office operation—first 
by cutting down on the amount of time facilities are used, 
and second by using facilities more intensively. Due to the 
longer workday, one would anticipate building maintenance 
costs to rise. However, according to a survey conducted of 
fifteen high-level managers at companies where F-T scheduling 
is currently in use, 100 percent felt that their costs had 
not risen. One firm even reported a decrease in maintenance 
22 
costs. Eight of ten organizatons using flexitime report no 
change in costs for personnel administration, training, or 
support services. Utility bills, often a worry, remained the 
same for 70 percent of users and increased for only 26 percent, 
23 
the AMA survey showed. 
Both employees and employers face continually rising 
energy and transportation costs. Employers have responded 
with car-pooling incentives, company-owned vans, and other pro¬ 
grams. New work schedules offer another way of reducing those 
commuting needs. The varied patterns of arrivals and depart¬ 
ures resulting from choice of hours by employees may slightly 
reduce traffic congestion. Many respondents (71.4 percent) 
of a Kentucky Department of Personnel 1980 study on F-T found 
traffic and the sress of rush hour driving relieved by flexible 
22 
McGrath, "Flexitime Scheduling: A Survey", p. 3. 
2 3 
Moskal, "Flexitime Marks Time", p. 62. 
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work scheduling. Another 35 percent reported they could tell 
no difference.^ 
These advantages highlighted by the writer are not to 
suggest that F-T is without its disadvantages or opposing fac¬ 
tions. A possible drawback is the absence of worker supervi¬ 
sion during certain hours. If many employees begin work at 
7:00 a.m. but the supervisor comes in at 9:00 a.m., or the 
employees work until 7:00 p.m. but the supervisor leaves at 
5:00 p.m., this gives workers greater independence and may 
automatically lessen supervisor's ability to exercise control 
over subordinates. There is suspicion that workers "goof off" 
25 
when the boss is not around. Administrators in agencies with 
flex time systems have noted that some employees, who are cap¬ 
able of beginning work in the usual fashion when their super¬ 
visors are present, do not buckle down with the same alacrity 
when they arrive and/or depart before or after the supervi- 
26 
sors. 
A related shortcoming in the F-T system involves the 
method by which employers keep track of the hours employees 
work. Some companies rely on the honor system, but a compli¬ 
cating factor is that the tardiness of an individual employee 
is likely to go unnoticed when work schedules are variable. 
There is no evidence of wholesale cheating by employees, but 
^Suzanne Craddock; Tom Lewis; and Jack Rose, "Flexi¬ 
time: The Kentucky Experiments", Public Personnel Management 
Journal (December 1980), p. 251. 
25Lee, Public Personnel Systems, p. 329. 
9 f) 
Donahue, "Flexitime Systems in New York", p. 213. 
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there has been a noticeable increase in complaints about this 
problem in those agencies that have opted for this new ap¬ 
proach to working hours without adopting a means of assuring 
27 
accurate time records. Also, the use of time clocks or more 
sophisticated recording devices would mean the incurrence of 
extra costs for the purchase and installation of a time¬ 
recording system. 
Problems of scheduling are inherent in F-T since the 
total workforce may be available only during core time - and 
this can effect organizational communication. In the begin¬ 
ning, some supervisors are reluctant to change their methods 
of scheduling production to ensure that job functions are 
covered and that necessary communications reach workers. Un¬ 
certainties and unexpected contingencies may be more diffi¬ 
cult to cope with since specific staff members may not be 
available when urgently needed. If a problem arises at 3:30 
p.m., during the flexible band, action may have to be post- 
28 
poned until the next morning's core time. 
Less mentioned problems for employees in an F-T system 
include fatigue, juggling child care when parents work beyond 
school hours, and coordinating their commuting needs with 
public transportation, which might not run at very early hours. 
As with any program, a basic ingredient for success is 
good communication. The success or failure of a flexible hours 
27 
Ibid., p. 213. 
28 
Lee, Public Personnel Systems, p. 329. 
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program ultimately depends on how the employees and managers 
see the program, and how the first-line supervisors administer 
it day-to-day. Failure of an F-T system, or lack of success 
anyway, can be attributed to poor management. This system, 
although dynamic and progressive, is fragile. It cannot be 
presumed to work at all times in all places. Flexitime, which 
is new to both supervisors and employees, and which so per¬ 
sonally affects the individual members of an organization, 
demands the cooperation of all concerned if favorable results 
are to be realized. Supervisors and employees must be committed 
to making the system work. Employees must agree upon the basic 
procedures and regulations, and they must also adhere to the 
established guidelines. Supervisors must be prepared for the 
difficulties that may arise and they must ensure that all em¬ 
ployees maintain allegiance to the work schedule. 
Periodic review and evaluation must be an integral part 
of any alternate work schedule program. Problems will occur 
with alternate work schedules just as they do with the tradi¬ 
tional 8 to 5 schedule. If needs of the organization or em¬ 
ployee change, adjustments must be made. It follows that two 
basic requirements for the success of an F-T program are: 
first, the clarity and sensibleness of the program's ground 
rules as perceived by managers, supervisors and employees, 
and second, the organization's management style and person¬ 
ality at the time a flexible hours program is introduced. The 
main ingredient for success, says Marie Kolleher of the United 
Services Automobile Association, whose company uses shifts of 
21 
workers on F-T scheduling, is careful planning, involving the 
employees at every step, and use of a predetermined trial 
period, at the end of which everyone from janitor to president 
29 
evaluates how the system is working. 
29 
14-F. 
Smith, "Time is Running Out for 9-to-5 Life", p. 
V. METHODOLOGY 
The study is primarily based on descriptive analysis. 
In descriptive analysis, the researcher observes and then 
describes what was observed. These scientific descriptions 
typically are more accurate and precise than casual descrip¬ 
tions . 
The writer developed a broad and general questionnaire 
of the DHR flexitime system which was distributed among twenty 
employees of the DHR Office of Aging where flexitime schedul¬ 
ing is currently in use. The questionnaires were distributed 
by hand to randomly selected employees occupying offices of the 
sixth floor of the DHR building at 878 Peachtree Street, At¬ 
lanta, Georgia. Every fourth person in the DHR directory was 
given a questionnaire. Of the twenty, three were agency divi¬ 
sion heads. Seventeen, or 85 percent of the questionnaires 
were returned. The responses were tabulated to determine 
the employees' perceptions of pre- and post-flexitime install¬ 
ment in their divisions. In order to make the basis for 
general conclusions, the writer has instituted this random 
sampling survey method. Sampling addresses the fundamental 
scientific issue of generalizability.^ The writer utilized 
the results of responses of the sample survey to make 
^Earl R. Babbie, The Practice of Social Research 
(Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Company, 1979), p. 81. 
22 
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generalizations for the purpose of drawing conclusions and 
making summarizations on flexitime as an employee benefit that 
deserves further study. Clearly, additional research inves¬ 
tigations among differing units of the organization are 
needed. The increasing popularity of flexible working hours 
and the paucity of research on organizational outcomes 
heightens the need for further study. 
Secondary data on flexitime has been garnished from 
books, newspaper articles, periodicals, pamphlets and related 
studies. Additional information used in this research effort 
and its analysis was obtained through direct observation of 
the agency functions and through personal interviews conducted 
with division heads. 
VI. AN ANLAYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 
The F-T program in the Georgia DHR was introduced on 
a voluntary basis. As such, some of the divisions elected 
to remain on standard schedules, while others made the op- 
tinal schedule available based on individual preferences. 
Those divisions that elected to implement F-T, with few excep¬ 
tions, have been able to keep their traditional operating poli¬ 
cies and procedures intact. The key to success appears to be 
careful planning coupled with effective two-way communication 
between management and employees. At the initial inception of 
the Georgia DHR F-T program, planning and open communication 
were absent. According to John Pinka of the DHR Personnel 
Office, Human Resource Development Division, "no research or 
studies were done by the department prior to instituing flexi¬ 
time. The program option was introduced at a departmental 
meeting and left to the directives of supervisors. 
The lack of a serious examination of the flexitime 
program concept prior to its introduction in the Georgia DHR 
has impacted negatively on the organization. The writer is 
of the opinion that some of the problems that plague the DHR 
program are a direct result of the lack of study afforded the 
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sion, State of Georgia Health Building, Personal Interview 




flexitime system. Problems such as inadequate phone coverage, 
poor scheduling, miscommunication and poor program management 
could possibly have been avoided or lessened if thorough re¬ 
search were to have been conducted earlier. 
More importantly, management did not adopt any pre¬ 
program evaluation; neither did they solicit the views of the 
employees prior to the installation of the new system. Proper 
research could have addressed anticipated problems and provided 
time to implement new and creative ways to solve them. However, 
this lack of study is not, in itself, peculiar to DHR. Accord¬ 
ing to Glenn Rainey and Lawrence Wolf, it has not been unusual 
for state and federal managers to implement the system without 
even seeing systematic research.^ 
A drawback cited by those considering the installation 
of flexitime is that of phone coverage. Supervisors are often 
concerned that the telephones will not be adequately covered 
due to an employee's erratic working hours. As indicated by 
the authorities on flexitime, DHR also experienced some problems 
with phone coverage. The agency has no switchboard or group of 
telephone operators. Each division, unit or office has a pool 
of clerical or secretarial staff responsible for incoming calls, 
messages, and inquiries. In addition, the office structure is 
such that one particular branch of a division is more or less 
served by one particular secretarial staff member. The clerical 
•^Glenn w. Rainey and Lawrence Wolf, "Flex-Time: Short- 
Term Benefits; Long-Term ...?" Public Administration Review 
(January/February 1981), p. 62. 
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workers share some office duties such as mail sorting and 
typing/filing when there is a backlog or overload, but when 
it comes to inquiries each staff member is knowledgeable and 
familiar with the functions of a particular section. Conse¬ 
quently, when a staff member is late, or absent, calls and 
questions pertaining to his/her unit must be addressed by 
those that are present. The writer witnessed several in¬ 
stances of client's exasperation when they were transferred 
from phone to phone or put on "hold" while staff members 
debated an issue back and forth among themselves. Some 
clients eventually hang up and later phone in to complain to 
supervisors. These situations are caused by the inadequacy 
of phone coverage during flexible hours. 
However, in a questionnaire on flexitime administered 
to managers at CENTCOM LTD. of Westport, Connecticut by Diane 
McGrath, 50 percent of the respondents stated that the cover¬ 
age of their phones had not changed since the institution of 
flexitime; however, some felt they had actually increased 
their telephone coverage because the firm would now be open 
to twelve hours a day compared to a previous eight hour day, 
so there were people available to field incoming calls 
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throughout a longer time period. In spite of these findings 
by CENTCOM, the writer is of the opinion that adequate phone 
coverage in the DHR is a major problem. Being a service 
agency, clients expect proper handling of inquiries, and when 
33 McGrath, "Flexitime Scheduling: A Survey", p. 3. 
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phone calls are improperly handled or telephones are inade¬ 
quately covered, the public respect for the agency or organi¬ 
zation suffers tremendously. 
Since the total workforce is available only during 
core time, problems of scheduling are inherent in flex time 
systems and can affect communication, supervision and work- 
flow. Employees in the writer's unit were on an honor system 
for reporting to work. Management felt that the workers could 
be trusted to adhere to their daily fixed schedules (see Appen¬ 
dices B, C). As an intern, the writer dutifully reported to work 
promptly. Through observation, the writer was able to notice 
that, because most workers reported to work before their super¬ 
visors, there was often a fifteen to thirty minute lag in 
employee's scheduled checking in timer with one or two em¬ 
ployees being up to an hour late, checking in only minutes 
prior to the arrival of supervisors. This scheduling problem, 
compounded by the lack of adequate supervision during certain 
hours, compelled the writer to assume the responsibility of 
phone coverage, often resulting in a poor attempt to answer 
incoming calls and questions. The conscientious workers in 
the DHR who always reported to work on time, resented the habi¬ 
tual late comers who took advantage of the unavailability of 
supervision during the early hours. The workers who arrive 
early often would allow the late comers' phones to ring inces¬ 
santly, or, after answering it, would purposefully not take a 
message, asking the caller to call back later since the party 
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was not in. Needless to say, these practices created a tense 
working environment within the office and contributed towards 
friction among some of the employees. Those employees who 
report to work on time were in favor of the flexitime system, 
but they felt that the late comers were jeopardizing the F-T 
program. They strongly felt that these late comers should be 
disciplined or reprimanded for failing to comply with the 
guidelines of the schedule. In spite of this problem, however, 
morale appears to be high among the workers because of the 
flexitime system. 
According to J. Harvey Bolton, when many employees are 
working irregular hours, scheduling and organizational control 
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could become very complicated. Flexible work hour programs 
affect the communication flow within the work unit and outside 
of the agency. For example, a fellow intern failed to follow 
through on a memo left by our supervisor to notify a Department 
of Transportation official that she would be unable to attend 
a meeting scheduled for the next day. The two of them were on 
shifts that substituted for the other at 4:00 p.m. The intern 
became engrossed with meeting another project deadline and 
failed to convey the supervisor's message. 
Problems regarding effective communication can also 
affect efficiency and productivity of an organization. It is 
of necessity that various units of the agency must interact, 
but flexitime makes this very difficult. This is due to the 
■^4J. Harvey Bolton, Flexible Working Hours (Wembly, 
England: Anabar Publications Limited, 1971), p. 3. 
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fact that apart from the core period, many of the officials 
are on entirely different schedules. While some will be in 
the office until 6:00 p.m., the day ends for others at 3:30 
p.m. For the Transportation Unit, which performs a major 
portion of its work in the field, but at the same time has 
to coordinate activities with others, such a situation becomes 
a major obstacle. Although it can be argued that a unit like 
transportation which conducts a lot of field work will have 
the same problem coordinating with other units within the frame¬ 
work of the traditional (9-5 p.m.) schedule, flexitime exacer¬ 
bates the problem. 
Another example of difficulty in coordination that the 
writer observed during the internship relates to proposal writ¬ 
ing for funds from the Urban Mass Transportation Administration 
for the refurbishment of vans owned by the DHR. The DHR Of¬ 
fices of Aging, Community Services Block Grant, Youth Services, 
and Mental Health/Mental Retardation, worked in conjunction 
with the Transportation Unit to request this funding and pre¬ 
pare the proposal. Inter-division communication and coordina¬ 
tion were prerequisites for successful proposal writing. How¬ 
ever, three of the five divisions were on some type of flexi¬ 
time program and, more often than not, meetings were scheduled 
in late afternoon, after the three units' core time. Such a 
situation presented some difficulties in effectively coordi¬ 
nating the activities of all the five units. One of the most 
feared consequences of a flexitime system is that this pro¬ 
gram will result in a breakdown in intra- and inter- 
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departmental communications. This was reflected in the DHR 
as problems were encountered when differing unit managers 
could not contact colleagues who had shifted their work hours 
within the flexitime system. 
Efficient program management is essential for the 
success of an F-T program. Basically, managers or unit direc¬ 
tors should themselves be trained in the specifics of F-T 
before it is introduced to employees. As stated before, DHR 
division heads were not adequately knowledgeable of this pro¬ 
gram's contents before it was instituted in their units. This 
is what led to the fragmented F-T system that exists in the 
agency, and also the root cause of many of the problems being 
experienced within the units. Program failure can also be 
attributed to the failure to allow employees to participate in 
the discussions prior to the introduction of this new program. 
According to Larry Greiner, in an article written for the Har¬ 
vard Business Review, when developing alternative methods of 
operation within organizations, the main assumption tends to 
be that individuals develop more commitment to action when 
3 6 
they have a voice in the decisions that affect them. Simi¬ 
larly, employees become not only committed, but very supportive 
35 Helen Madfis and Ronald L. Nuttall, "Rearranged Work 
Schedules: Final Report", Lab for Statistical Policy Research, 
1979, p. 61. 
^Larry Greiner, "Patterns of Organizational Change", 
Classics of Organizational Behavior (Oak Park, Illinois: Moore 
Publishing Company, Inc., 1978), p. 339. 
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to program or policies in which they were active participants. 
As stated earlier in this study, the writer adminis¬ 
tered a questionnaire (see Appendix D) to twenty employees who 
participated in DHR's F-T program to ascertain the employee's 
perceptions of the flexitime program. The following are re¬ 
sponses obtained from the questions. 
When respondents were asked to state their preferences 
for either F-T or the traditional eight-hour system (8 to 5), 
93 percent or fifteen of the sixteen employees who answered 
this question indicated a preference for the F-T work schedule 
and asserted that they would not like to operate on the tradi¬ 
tional 8 to 5 work schedule again. 
Regarding their attitudes/feelings towards their jobs 
after the introduction of flexitime, sixteen of seventeen (94 
percent) employees expressed positive attitudes toward their 
jobs. In addition, 94 percent of the DHR respondents indicated 
that they have witnessed improvement in the attitudes of co¬ 
workers to their jobs and the agency since F-T was introduced. 
Eighty-eight percent of the respondents also feel or have a 
sense of increased responsibility towards their jobs with the 
advent of the flexitime program. 
Surprisingly, all the respondents (100 percent) feel 
they have a stake in making flexitime work successfully. The 
respondents seemed to be very committed to the continued 
existence of the program. Fourteen of the sixteen (87.5 per¬ 
cent) individuals who responded to question 0 felt that they 
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are accomplishing more in their jobs since F-T came into being 
and that the new program contributed to them getting more work 
done - 
When questioned about their productivity, the majority 
of the employees, 88 percent or fifteen of seventeen, main¬ 
tained that they were more productive during the morning hours 
than at other times during the day, and the same percentage 
indicated to question 8 that they felt that their productivity 
waned during the late afternoon. 
Responding to the question of whether they felt less 
rushed at home in getting ready for work, the effects of flexi¬ 
time on the participants' personal and family life were rated 
as being positive. Sixteen of seventeen (94 percent) workers 
expressed that they felt less pressure about getting to work 
on time and felt they could adjust their work schedule to meet 
the schedules of other family members. 
The probable effects flexitime will have on future em¬ 
ployee turnover (as viewed by the employees) was also seen as 
being positive. When asked if they thought they would probably 
remain employed in the department longer now that flexitime 
has been installed, most employees (82 percent or fourteen of 
seventeen) felt they were likely to remain with the agency and 
their units for a longer period of time due to the flexitime 
program. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
The researcher has made an attempt to discuss and 
analyze the flexitime system in the Georgia Department of 
Human Resources. Among the problems confronting the flexi¬ 
time system in the Georgia DHR are: lack of proper research, 
inadequate telephone coverage and scheduling, and difficul¬ 
ties in communication and coordination of activities. 
In spite of these problems, flexitime is a workable 
concept and the rationale provided for its implementation may 
vary. Some of the reasons are primarily motivated by hopes 
for improving efficiency and productivity, or by interest in 
expanding service to the public or alleviating the difficul¬ 
ties associated with traffic congestion for the employees. 
Often cited advantages of a flexitime system are improved em¬ 
ployee morale, increase in productivity, and decrease in 
absenteeism, tardiness, and employee turnover. Yet the Geor¬ 
gia DHR flexitime program was not without its disadvantages. 
This program experienced problems similar to those of most 
other flexitime systems. Specifically, the Georgia flexi¬ 
time program is troubled by a lack of adequate phone coverage 
at certain times during the day, improper scheduling of em¬ 
ployees' work time, problems with inter-division and intra¬ 
agency communication and coordination. However, most of these 
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problems can be attributed mainly to lack of thorough research 
of the flexitime program prior to its implementation at DHR 
In spite of these problems however, it is evident from 
the study that the employees are very enthusiastic about the 
program and they would support its continuation. It is quite 
conceivable that the opportunity which the program affords 
them to rearrange their work schedules to suit their personal 
obligations and activities is a major factor for such support. 
VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS 
In order to facilitate better organizational outcomes 
by means of a more effective flexitime system, the writer 
recommends the following: 
1. For DHR supervisors to become familiar with the flexi¬ 
time program content, they must obtain two resources 
offered by the Office of Personnel Management. First, 
a twenty-six-minute film designed for general orienta¬ 
tion can be requested by contacting the Pay and Leave 
Administration Section, Office of Personnel Management, 
Washington, D. C. 20415. Second, a sixteen-page book¬ 
let providing step-by-step guidance for determining the 
feasibility and implementation of flexitime can be 
ordered directly from the Superintendent of Documents, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402, 
Catalog # CS1.7/4, Stock # 006-000-00809-7, cost 659 
a copy.37 in addition, once this informative material 
has been gathered, the Department needs to implement, 
and make mandatory, seminars, lectures and study ses¬ 
sions on the content of the flexitime program and its 
proper administration for all program participants. 
2. Some workers should be excluded altogether from parti¬ 
cipation. One example is the telephone handlers. 
Another alternative to the problem of phone coverage 
would be for management to designate that telephone 
coverage shall be maintained between specific hours 
each day, i.e., 8 to 5. 
3. The agency should install mechanical or electrical time 
recording systems to monitor the reporting time of the 
employees. Although this may be expensive, it is worth 
the investment in the long run. 
4. The schedules of all the units within the agency must 
be made available to every section in order to enhance 
coordination of activities. 
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1. Core Time - Established hours within the defined work 
day for which all employees must be present. 
2. Four-day work week - Compressed work schedule of five 
eight-hour workdays to four 10-hour work days. 
3. Flexible Hours - Variation in the number of hours worked 
per day. One popular variation is 4^ day week comprised 
of four 9 hour days and one 4 hour day; another example 
is M-7, T-8, W-9, Th-9, F-7. 
4. Felxitime - Arrival and departure vary daily around a 
core time (typically 9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.) during which 
employees must be present. 
a. Daily-Flex: With fixed lunch period, core time and 
two flexible periods. The employee must work the 
full eight hours each day 
Flexible Band Core Time ■ Flexible Band 
b. Daily Flexible: With flexible lunch periods. Same 
as the above except more flexible regarding lunch. 
Flexible Band 
1 _J 
Core Time Flexible Band Core Time Flexible Band 
c. Semi-monthly or Monthly-Flex: The employee must work 
core times each day, but as long as he/she works the 
required total hours, it does not matter if he/she is 
short hours on any one day. This may be useful in 
work areas where employees are assigned to long term 
work projects. 
5. Staggered Hours - Pre-set schedules based on eight-hour 
five-day work week from which employees may choose. Once 
chosen, the schedule cannot be changed without the super¬ 
visor's approval. 
Becjin Lunch End 
7:30 a.m. hour 4:00 p.m. 
7:30 a.m. 1 hour 3:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. ^ hour 4:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 1 hour 5:00 p.m. 
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6. Standard Hours - An eight-hour five-day work week, 
exclusive for time allowed for lunch. All employees 
are required to begin the work day at 8:00 a.m. and 
end at 5:00 p.m. without variation in rule. 
APPENDIX B 
DAILY RECORD OF ATTENDANCE 
DATE 
DAILY RECORD OF ATTENDANCE 
SECTION  
UNIT  PAGE 
EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE TIME IN TIME OUT COMMENTS 
APPENDIX C 
WORK SCHEDULE AGREEMENT 
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WORK SCHEDULE AGREEMENT 
POSITION NUMBER: 
NAME:  
The purpose of this form is to document the scheduled work 
hours for the above referenced employee. This form will be 
placed in the employee's personnel file. Employee will not 
have the option to change the agreed upon work hours until 









Both parties listed below have agreed to the above work 
schedule and agree to comply with this schedule for at 
least the specified period. 
SIGNATURES: 







1. Do you prefer working under flexitime to 
working under the traditional 8-hour system 
(8 to 5)? 
Response 
N 
2. Would you agree that you feel more favorable 
toward your job now since the installation 
of flexitime? N 
3. Do you feel that since flexitime, the people 
you work with seem to have a better attitude 
toward their jobs? 
4. Do you feel more responsible toward your 
job since the introduction of flexitime? 
5. Are you of the opinion that you have a 
stake in making flexitime work successfully? 
6. Do you feel you are accomplishing more now 





7. Would you say that you are more productive 
early in the morning than at other times 
in the day? 
8. Do you feel you are more productive late in 
the afternoon than at other times during 
the day? 
9. Would you agree that you feel less rushed 
at home in getting ready for work? 
10. Will you probably remain employed at this 






Name (OPTIONAL) Dept (OPTIONAL) 
Date  
Please return to: Jacki J. Jackson, Transportation Unit, 
Office of Aging, 6th Floor, 878 Peachtree Street. 
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